
        
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 
Callaway Golf Announces New Paradym Family of Woods and Irons 

 
CARLSBAD, Calif., January 4, 2023 – Today Callaway Golf, one of the golf industry’s leaders in 
equipment design, performance, and innovation, officially announced their new Paradym Family of 
Woods and Irons. Designed for a complete shift in performance from unparalleled distance, forgiveness, 
and all-new product constructions, Paradym golf clubs will be available for pre-sale on January 13, and 
available at retailers nationwide on February 24th. 
 
Callaway Paradym Drivers  
An industry-first 360 Carbon Chassis eliminates titanium from the body, so engineers can push weight 
and stability to the limit. The 360 Carbon Chassis promotes unprecedented weight redistribution for 
maximized distance, with a Triaxial Carbon crown and Forged Carbon sole that are 44% lighter than a 
titanium chassis. This massive weight savings is repositioned both forward which is designed to enhance 
ball speed, and toward the back of the clubhead is designed to increase forgiveness. 
 
The Company’s A.I.-designed Jailbreak system enhances stability for faster ball speeds, while an all-new 
A.I. face optimization enhances speed, launch, spin, and now downrange dispersion. Paradym is the first 
driver to utilize Callaway’s face cup technology. The face cup is paired with a powerful, forged titanium 
face, a combination that promotes high energy transfer to the ball. 
 
Three models are available: Paradym is suited to a wide range of players, with Callaway’s best 
combination of distance, forgiveness, and adjustability. Paradym X is best suited for players who want 
exceptional forgiveness and a slight draw bias, and Paradym Triple Diamond is ideally suited for better 
players who want to work the ball. 
 
Callaway Paradym Fairway Woods  
This new construction repositions weight from the body to promote higher ball speed and MOI. The A.I.-
designed Jailbreak Batwing Structure is pushed to the perimeter to stiffen the body, while allowing the 
face to flex for high ball speeds. Plus, every model has been uniquely designed with a specific player in 
mind to fully maximize their performance.  
  
Three models are available: Paradym features progressive shaping, and it’s the most robust offering that 
fits a wide range of player types. Paradym X will fit players looking for a more forgiving shape with a high 
launch and a slight draw bias. And Paradym Triple Diamond is for stronger players who are looking for a 
penetrating ball flight with lower spin. 
 
Callaway Paradym Hybrids   
The first hybrid featuring Callaway’s A.I.-designed Jailbreak with Batwing Technology for high ball 
speeds. The Jailbreak Structure, a Tungsten Speed Cartridge and an A.I.-designed 455 Face Cup are all 
implemented for maximum distance. A Cutwave Sole design helps to improve the club’s performance 



through the turf, making this Callaway’s most versatile hybrid ever made. Two models are available: 
Paradym is for golfers who want a mid-sized, wood-shaped hybrid that’s long with excellent versatility 
and control, while Paradym X is built for maximum forgiveness and versatility. 
 
Callaway Paradym Irons 
A first in forging, the Paradym Shift Construction is designed to amplify speed and feel. Callaway’s A.I. 
face technology is applied to a high-strength Forged 455 Face Cup, creating their most powerful forged 
iron face ever. Each face is uniquely optimized for more speed, higher launch, and increased spin 
consistency. The all-new Hollow Body design features Speed Frame construction for added stiffness to 
the body and support for the Forged 455 Face Cup. This unique construction is the catalyst that 
stabilizes a thinner face for incredibly fast ball speeds. 
  
The forged face and patented Urethane Microspheres deliver the ultra-soft feel and premium sound 
that discerning players demand, and internal tungsten weights are placed precisely to enhance launch 
conditions and improve speed on mis-hits. Two models are available: Paradym is designed for golfers 
who are looking for a players’ distance iron with a combination of consistently fast ball speeds, refined 
shaping, and premium forging. Paradym X is for players who are looking for an iron that’s incredibly long 
with premium forged feel.  
 
Pricing 
Paradym Driver Pricing: $599.99 
Paradym Fairway Wood Pricing: $349.99 each 
Paradym Hybrid Pricing: $299.99 each 
Paradym Irons Pricing: $200/stick. $1400/Standard 7-piece Set  
 
About Callaway Golf Company  
Through an unwavering commitment to innovation, Callaway manufactures and sells premium golf 
clubs, golf balls, golf and lifestyle bags, golf and lifestyle apparel and other accessories. For more 
information, please visit www.callawaygolf.com. Topgolf Callaway Brands (NYSE: MODG), is an unrivaled 
tech-enabled golf company delivering leading golf equipment, apparel, and entertainment, with a 
portfolio of global brands including Callaway Golf, Topgolf, Odyssey, OGIO, TravisMathew and Jack 
Wolfskin. 
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